An immersion experience for middle and high school students

CodeCrush is an immersion experience for middle and high school students created to show them the world of IT. For three days and two nights, the program will inspire students and their teacher mentors to go beyond just coding and take a deeper look at IT through hands-on experiences with a variety of IT areas such as bioinformatics, cybersecurity, game design, UI/UX design, and mobile development. Students and their teachers have the unique opportunity to do personalized field visits to local firms, experience the culture of a 4-year university through activities such as a hockey or basketball game or visiting the HPER gym. Additionally, participants meet mentors and role models in IT who are CodeCrush alums or corporate leaders like you. CodeCrush has quickly become the largest IT experience for students in the region having touched nearly 500 students from around the state.

Donor Rewards

CodeCrush wouldn’t be possible without the support of private donors and sponsors. The CodeCrush program rewards annual donors for four levels of participation – Platinum, Gold, Silver and Bronze.

**Platinum - $7,500**
- The premier level sponsorship that includes a commitment to sustain an organization’s contribution for three to five years to ensure the continuation of CodeCrush.
- Highest sponsorship level to be recognized
- Logo prominently displayed on event’s website and promotional materials
- Company name highlighted in all media releases
- Company will be given an opportunity to provide a quote highlighting their participation in news releases
- Company will be given a first opportunity to be on CodeCrush panels, corporate tours and celebration events for CodeCrush
- Opportunity for company’s employees to attend CodeCrush

**Gold - $5,000**
- Logo displayed on event’s website and promotional materials
- Company name highlighted in all media releases
- Company will be given second opportunity to access women in IT student events
- Opportunity for company’s employees to attend a CodeCrush panel event

**Silver - $1,500**
- Logo displayed on event’s website and promotional materials
- Company will be given third opportunity to access women in IT student events
- Opportunity for company’s employees to attend a CodeCrush panel event

**Bronze - $1,000**
- Logo displayed on event’s website and promotional materials
- Company will be given fourth opportunity to access women in IT student events
- Opportunity for company’s employees to attend a CodeCrush panel event

Contact Dr. Deepak Khazanchi, 402.502.2029 or at khazanchi@unomaha.edu.
Donations may be tax deductible. Please consult your financial advisor.

https://codecrush.unomaha.edu